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Abstract
In this paper an attempt has been made to study shoreline geometries and identification of
zones of erosion and deposition coast of East Godavari district Andhra Pradesh India. by
developing a mathematical model on the east coast of India bordering the Bay of Bengal and
is a densely populated zone of intense economic activity, Fed by a large 312,812 sq km
drainage basin. The district is bounded on the north by Visakhapatnam District, on the
northwest by Khammam District, on the east and south by using Remote sensing and GIS
techniques in the coastal part of East Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India. The Godavari
delta is termed as the rice bowl of Andhra Pradesh and second longest river (1465 km) in the
country spreads over an area of about 5100 sq km the Bay of Bengal and on the West
by Godavari river. A small enclave (30 km²) of the Yanam of Pondicherry UT lies within this
district. It is found that Masanitippa and its environs have experienced more erosion than any
other part along the east Godavari coast, which is around 11.37 sq.km with in a period of
sixteen years from 1990-2006. The second point of erosion along this coast is Kakinada spit
where erosion is found to be around 8.55 Sq.km for the same period. The third zone of
erosion along this coast is Uppada and environs where erosion is at the rate of 4.18Sq.km
from 1990-2006. It is also found that Addaripeta with 0.28 sq.km and Pallepalem located
near the northern region of Vashista Godavari have experienced an erosion of 0.25 sq.km
(fig.7 ,Graph1&2) The 50 km coastal road from Kakinada to Addaripeta too has been
affected by the phenomenon and has been repaired about 18 times.
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Introduction:
The Godavari delta, which is termed as the rice bowl of Andhra Pradesh, is one of the
major protruding deltas on the east coast of India bordering the Bay of Bengal and is a densely
populated zone of intense economic activity. The presence of relict beach ridges far inland from
the present shoreline, the delta advanced into the sea by sustained deposition during the past 5 to
6 thousands of years. As a result, the seaward bulge of the delta overlaps the continental shelf
across by about 30–35 km when compared to the general trend of the east coast. Several studies
on the nature of coastal landforms along the delta front also indicated increased sedimentation
rates through the river during the nineteenth century and even over a major part of the twentieth
century. The major advantage of GIS is that it allows identifying the spatial relationship between
features and temporal changes within an area over time. Mahadevan and Prasada Rao(1958)
based on an analysis of multi-date maps spread over a period of 100 years traced the growth of a
21-km long sand spit at the delta, east of Kakinada that began around AD 1850 and reached more
or less the present shape by the 1958 owing to increased sediment supply from the catchment due
to deforestation. Sambasiva Rao and Vaidyanadhan reported overall cumulative accretion of land
due to development of several other sand spits at the distributaries mouths of the Godavari
during the period between 1937 and 1977 1987, based on the study of toposheets (1937), aerial
photographs (1968) and field mapping (1977). Babu (1980), Bhanumurthy and Naidu 2003
&2004, Sastry et al (1991), Hong yeoncho, Usha natsan ,Mani Murali (2006) Remote sensing
images have been effectively used for monitoring shoreline changes and coastal management in
different parts of India (Rao etal.,1984, Desai etal.,(1991); Naik et al.,1991; Bhat and
Subrahamanaya 1993; Bhat,1995;Chen and Rau,1998;Sreekala etal., 1998; De Solan et
al,2001).Navrajan et al.,(2005).sunderasan(1993)Girish Gopinath etal.,(2005).

Study area:
The study area extends from Thondangi Mandal in the north bearing Latitude 82°32' E and
Longitude 17°16' N to Sakhinetipalle Mandal in the south bearing Latitude 81°41' E and
Longitude 16°18' N of East Godavari district. The area comprises of twelve coastal mandals
starting from Thondangi Mandal in the north to Sakhinetipalle Mandal in the south, which are
represented in the figure- study area. The town experiences an average annual rain fall between
110 & 115 centimeters. Climate is hot and humid for most of the year. The hottest part of the
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year late May to early June with maximum temp 38- 42 degrees. Kakinada having fertile soil,
good rainfall all the natures and perennial rivers.

Tourist have glimpse of its rich cultural

heritage. Main rivers of the district are Godavari, Yeluru, Pampas,Thondava. This district is 5
revenue divisions comprising of 60 revenue mandals. The entire east godavari district broadly
classified into 3 natural divisions are Deltas, upland, hill tracts. The general elevation of the east
Godavari varies from a few meters near to the coast to about 300 meters up hills in the agency.
Average annual rain fall 1280 mm. Cyclones in the Bay of Bengal frequently hit the town. . A
small island called Hope Island about 5 Kms from kakinada coast makes natural harbor.

Objective:
The study is aimed to use integrated approach of Geographical Information System and Remote
Sensing Data to study and to understand the process of erosion and deposition along the east
Godavari coast. To derive shoreline geometries and identification of zones of erosion and
deposition along the East Godavari coast by developing a mathematical model.
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Methodology:
The advantage of this model is that, it preserves the topological relationships between the
shoreline and coastal features, which are essential for spatial analysis. Identifying the zones of
erosion and deposition based on the convexity and concavity of the shoreline by developing a
mathematical model adopted by Li, R., Liu, J-K., and Felus, Y. (2001a) Spatial Modeling and
Analysis for Shoreline Change Detection and Coastal Erosion Monitoring, This is also referred
as dynamic method of shore line segmentation. Zones of erosion and deposition were derived by
extracting the shoreline from survey of India toposheet as on 1990 and extracting the shoreline
from the satellite image with similar geographic coordinates. The overlap or cross over points or
intersections on these both lines after conversion to polygons has evolved different areas.

Fig- 1: Segmentation of Shoreline (1990)
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Table- 1: Shoreline Morphometry - 1990 (SOI Sheet)
Shoreline Morphometry - 1990 (SOI Sheet)
Seg_name

Village_name

Length(KM)

Area (SqKm)

Segment-1

Addaripeta to Rammanapalem

27.57

8.78

Segment-2

Uppada to Jalaripeta

18.76

5.39

Segment-3

Chollangi to Mogalichettuvaruva Kaluva

18.33

8.68

Segment-4

Peddakodi kaluva

10.09

1.92

Segment-4a

Corangi Extension

1.11

0.10

Segment-5

Masanitippa

17.42

14.75

Segment-5a

Gautami Godavari River

0.96

0.07

Segment-5b

Masanitippa to Gautami Godavari River

2.22

0.57

Segment-6

Kandikuppa to Rameswaram

33.91

18.32

Segment-7

Vadalarevu

8.34

4.30

Segment-8
Segment -9
(Spit)

Kesavadasupalem

26.28

9.91

Puttarayapakalu

20.08

7.65

185.07

80.45

Total

Fig- 2: Segmentation of Shoreline(2006)

Fig- 3: Segmentation of Shoreline(2007)
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Table- 2: Shoreline Morphometry - 2006 IRS-P6 (LISS-IV)
Shoreline Morphometry - 2006 IRS-P6 (LISS-IV)
Seg_name

Village_name

Length(KM)

Area (SqKm)

Segment-1

Addaripeta to Silamvanipakalu

25.33

8.22

Segment-1a

Ramannapalem

2.04

0.42

Segment-2

Uppada to Vakalapudi

14.46

1.83

Segment-2a

Vakalapudi

0.50

0.03

Segment-2b

Valasapakalu

0.72

0.18

Segment-3

Godrigunta to Mogalichettuvaravu kaluva

25.88

16.53

Segment-4

Peddakodi kaluva

3.87

0.19

Segment-4a

Duratani Kaluva

3.57

0.19

Segment-4b

Bhairavaswamivasamu kaluva

1.20

0.05

Segment-4c

Corangi Extension

0.67

0.05

Segment-5

Nilarava River

14.49

12.93

Segment-5a

Nilarava River

1.48

0.20

Segment-5b

Masanitippa Reserved Forest

0.47

0.03

Segment-5c

Masanitippa

0.40

0.05

Segment-5d

Masanitippa

5.67

5.44

Segment-5e

Masanitippa

0.36

0.01

Segment-5f

Masnitippa to Godavari River

0.85

0.14

Segment-5g

Masnitippa to Godavari River

2.41

0.26

Segment-5h

Masnitippa to Godavari River

0.68

0.11

Segment-6

Kandikuppa Reserved Forest to Rameswaram

22.18

21.50

Segment-6a

Gautami Godavari River

0.18

0.01

Segment-6b

Gautami Godavari River

0.17

0.01

Segment-6c

Gautami Godavari River

0.61

0.06

Segment-6d

Vasalitippa

14.03

2.35

Segment-7

Vadalarevu

9.38

1.53

Segment-8
Segment-9
(Spit)

Karavaka to Pallepalem

27.52

5.83

Puttarayapakalu

21.17

8.50

200.26

86.62

Total
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Table- 3: Shoreline Morphometry - 2007 IRS-P6 (LISS-III)
Shoreline Morphometry - 2007 IRS-P6 (LISS-III)
Seg_name

Village_name

Length(KM)

Area (SqKm)

Segment-1

Addaripeta to Ramannapalem

26.99

12.33

Segment-2

Uppada to Vakalpudi

14.73

2.48

Segment-2a

Valasapakalu

0.69

0.19

Segment-3

Godarigunta to Mogalichettuvaravu kaluva

25.88

16.53

Segment-4

Peddakodi Kaluva to Corangi Extension

8.34

0.94

Segment-4a

Corangi Extension

0.62

0.06

Segment-5

Nilarava River to masanitippa Reserved Forest

18.05

18.93

Segment-5a

Masanitippa

4.16

4.73

Segment-5b

Gautami Godavari River

0.75

0.15

Segment-6

Kandikuppa Reserved Forest to Rameswaram

35.46

26.25

Segment-7

Vadalarevu

9.57

1.18

Segment-8
Segment-9
(Spit)
Total

Karavaka to pallepalem

27.85

4.71

Puttaravapakalu

21.20

9.84

194.31

98.33

Results and Conclusion:
It is observed that initially there are nine shoreline features denoted as segments and demarcated
along the Godavari coast, which are given in table-1 (Shoreline Morphometry delineated from
Survey of India toposheet (1990). Table-2 (Shoreline Morphometry – 2006 delineated from IRSLISS –IV data shows that these shoreline segments have been eroded into smaller fragments due
to this the shoreline segment- 1 is denoted as 1 & 1a, similarly shoreline segment -2 is eroded
into three parts namely 2, 2a, 2b. The lengths of each shore line segment are given in Km and its
area is given in Sq.km respectively. The length of Godavari coast is 163.08 Km as deciphered
from satellite image mosaics, it is found that the length of the coast is varying which is evident
from Table-1 to Table-2 with respect to the areas of each segment. It is found that there is a
decrease of shoreline between 2006 and 2007 which is attributed to the resolution of the satellite
images of IRS LISS-IV and IRS LISS-III. The increase in measurements of shoreline from
163.08 Km to 200.26 km and 194.31 Km is attributed to inclusion of smaller spits, offshore bars
and shoals and decrease of the same is linked to the resolution of the satellite images of 2006 and
2007 wherein LISS-IV and LISS-III images have been used respectively. Zones of erosion and
deposition were derived by extracting the shoreline from survey of India toposheet as on 1990
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and extracting the shoreline from the satellite image with similar geographic coordinates. The
overlap or cross over points or intersections on these both lines after conversion to polygons has
evolved different areas or zones which are represented as zones of erosion and deposition.
Further settlement layers derived from SOI sheet are superimposed on to the erosion and
deposition map after which areas or villages more prone to erosion and deposition are
determined. It is found that Masanitippa and its environs have experienced more erosion than
any other part along the east Godavari coast, which is around 11.37 sq.km with in a period of
sixteen years from 1990-2006. The second point of erosion along this coast is Kakinada spit
where erosion is found to be around 8.55 Sq.km for the same period. The third zone of erosion
along this coast is Uppada and environs where erosion is at the rate of 4.18 Sq.km from 19902006. It is also found that Addaripeta with 0.28 sq.km and Pallepalem located near the northern
region of Vashista Godavari have experienced an erosion of 0.25 sq.km. These figures are
tabulated in the tables 4, 5 and Graph 1 given below.

Table- 4: Erosion Maxima & Minima along Godavari Delta Front (1990-2006)

Erosion Maxima & Minima along Godavari Delta Front (1990-2006)
Zone of Erosion

Erosion _Max(Sq km)

Addaripeta

0.28

Uppada

4.18

Kakinada Spit

8.55

Masanitippa

11.37

Pallepalem
Total

Erosion _Min(Sq km)

0.25
24.10

0.53
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Graph- 1: Erosion Maxima & Minima along Godavari Delta Front (1990-2006)
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Zones of erosion and deposition derived by drawing tangents from the starting and ending node
of the shoreline have clearly identified that the Uppada and its environs are severely facing the
threat of erosion, along with masanitippa and environs. The areas derived for erosion and
deposition are given in the map (figure-7) below.From the same methodology which was
adopted for determining the zones of erosion, it is found that Kakinada spit with an area of 8.59
sq.km is the highest zone of depositional environment. The second zone of deposition is with
Uppulanka having a deposition of 6.70 sq.km and the last zone of deposition along this coast is
Brahmasamedyam with an area of 4.25 sq.km these figures are represented in the table and graph
2 given below.

Table- 5: Deposition Maxima & Minima along Godavari Delta Front (1990-2006)

Deposition Maxima & Minima Along Godavari Delta Front(1990-2006)
Zone of Deposition
Deposition _Max(Sq km)
Deposition _Min(Sq km)
Addaripeta
0.01
Kakinada Spit
8.59
Uppulanka
6.70
Brahmasamedyam
4.25
Pallepalem
0.04
Total
19.54
0.05
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Graph- 2: Deposition Maxima & Minima along Godavari Delta Front (1990-2006)
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Fig- 4: Zones of Erosion and Deposition

Fig- 5 : Zones of Erosion and Deposition for LISS IV
Imagery
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Fig- 6: Area Calculated for on Zones of Erosion and
Zones of Erosion and Deposition

Shoreline change results from coastal erosion, the effect of the breaking waves in the near-shore
zone, and near-shore currents. The breaking waves in the near-shore zone and the near-shore
currents are responsible for the transportation of beach sediments that results in shoreline
change. The geometric representation of a shoreline at a given time available in the geographic
database encapsulates the effect of the erosion forces that have acted on the shoreline at all
previous times.

The relationship between these shorelines can be represented in the two-

dimensional (2D) space. A shoreline model at a later time has been transformed from its location
at a previous time only by the action of coastal erosion of Shoreline geometries are delineated
from (1) Survey of India topo-sheet surveyed during 1990; this was considered as base year
shore geometry, (2) Shoreline geometry was delineated from IRS-P6 LISS- IV 2006, (3) IRS –
P6 LISS-III of 2007. Tangents were drawn to the derived shorelines respectively to determine
the shoreline normal. Two different methods of deriving zones of erosion and deposition are
determined when the two individual shorelines derived from different periods are drawn parallel
to one another, the lines used to crisscross one another and these points are considered as
intersection points which are marked as intersections. The second method of derivation is by
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identifying the natural zones / points of discontinuity of shore line and delineating them as
segments, by this method nine shoreline segments including the Kakinada spit were demarcated.
The morphometric changes that took place during different periods are mapped and geometry of
the shore was arrived at and is mapped in the figure 8 &9 given below.

Fig- 8: Intersections derived from SOI
toposheet (1990)

Fig- 9: Intersections derived from IRS P6
LISS-IV (2006) Satellite Imagery
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Table- 6: Concavity and Convexity of shoreline from 1990-2007
Concavity and Convexity of shoreline from 1990-2007
Feature_Name
Area(Sqkm)
Length(Km)
Segment
Intersection_1(Addaripeta to Golla Musalayyapeta)
0.45025
5.97634
Segment_1
Intersection_2(Golla Musallayapeta to Danayapeta)
0.00038
0.12934
Segment_1
Intersection_3(Danayapeta)
0.00038
0.12735
Segment_1
Intersection_4(Narsipatnam to Chutugunlapalem)
4.24884
28.29240
Segment_1
Intersection_5(Nemam to Valasapakalu)
1.70201
7.13219
Segment_2
Intersection_6(Valasapakalu)
0.01032
0.52494
Segment_2
Intersection_7(Godarigunta)
0.58021
0.91991
Segment_2
Intersection_8(Dummulupeta)
0.23185
2.26381
Segment_2
Intersection_9(Dummulupeta)
0.05555
1.43891
Segment_3
Intersection_10(Dummulupeta)
0.00307
0.28713
Segment_3
Intersection_11(Dummulupeta)
0.00119
0.16606
Segment_3
Intersection_12(Jalaripeta)
0.00719
0.35011
Segment_3
Intersection_13(Jalaripeta)
0.00101
0.10513
Segment_3
Intersection_14(Etimoga to Ramannapalem)
6.70118
13.60170
Segment_3
Intersection_15(Pedda bodduvenkatayapalem)
0.06111
0.93238
Segment_3
Intersection_16(ChinnaValasa)
0.09394
0.82914
Segment_3
Intersection_17(Dabadi kaluva)
0.89125
5.25367
Segment_3
Intersection_18(Gutikadapakalu)
0.49032
4.96665
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_19(Gutikadapakalu)
0.00027
0.10600
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_20(Gutikadapakalu)
1.07201
4.09236
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_21(Gutikadapakalu)
0.07888
1.70173
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_22(Sollugondupakalu)
0.11767
2.50184
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_23(Sollugondupakalu)
0.09497
0.10935
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_24(Puttaravapakalu)
0.00033
0.60744
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_25(Puttaravapakalu)
0.01475
0.09517
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_26(Puttaravapakalu)
0.01567
0.60348
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_27(Beacon)
0.28325
0.54397
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_28(Buoy)
0.00344
3.74782
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_29(Buoy)
0.00789
0.11037
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_30(Godavari Point)
2.41727
0.23203
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_31(Sollugondupakalu)
1.85381
0.00932
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_32(Gutikadapakalu)
6.79455
0.03649
Segment_9(Spit)
Intersection_33(Godimoga)
0.00116
1.41202
Segment_4
Intersection_34(Bhairavaswamivapalem)
5.21025
13.44750
Segment_4
Intersection_35(Gerempeta)
0.75264
3.47005
Segment_5
Intersection_36(Addarilanka)
2.74939
3.40773
Segment_5
Intersection_37(Kottapalem)
11.82970
5.00708
Segment_5
Intersection_38(Brahmasamedyam)
4.24696
12.26410
Segment_6
Intersection_39(Valasa)
0.94070
9.51612
Segment_6
Intersection_40(Nimmakayala Kottapalli)
0.02357
6.62769
Segment_6
Intersection_41(Nimmakayala Kottapalli)
0.00001
0.60744
Segment_6
Intersection_42(Gachchakayalapora)
0.01505
0.56148
Segment_6
Intersection_43(Raghavulapeta)
0.04415
1.06693
Segment_6
Intersection_44(Raghavulapeta)
0.00431
0.35913
Segment_6
Intersection_45(peracheruvu)
0.00174
0.19453
Segment_6
Intersection_46(Vanapallipalem)
0.00154
0.17901
Segment_6
Intersection_47(Vanapallipalem)
0.00000
5.71493
Segment_6
Intersection_48(Kunavaram Drain)
0.00103
7.70355
Segment_6
Intersection_49(Surasaniyanam)
0.14267
2.40244
Segment_6
Intersection_50(Vasalatippa)
1.78750
15.36810
Segment_7
Intersection_51(vadalarevu)
0.28022
25.47140
Segment_7
Intersection_52(vadalarevu)
4.57867
1.87964
Segment_8
Intersection_53(pallepalem)
0.29934
2.04080
Segment_8

Type
Convex
Concave
Concave
Concave
Concave
Straight
Straight
Concave
Convex
Convex
Concave
Concave
Convex
Concave
Convex
Concave
Convex
Concave
Concave
Concave
Straight
Concave
Concave
Concave
Concave
Concave
Convex
Convex
Convex
Concave
Concave
Concave
Concave
Convex
Convex
Concave
Convex
Concave
Straight
Convex
Concave
Convex
Concave
Convex
Concave
Convex
Concave
Convex
Straight
Straight
Concave
Concave
Convex
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Table- 7: Concavity and Convexity of shoreline from 1990-2007
Concavity and Convexity of shoreline from 1990-2007
Total concavity and convexity
concavity ratio
convexity ratio

No. of concave intersection parts/total no. of
intersection parts
No. of convex intersection parts/total no. of intersection
parts

29/53
18/53

0.54
0.33

Segment wise concavity
No. of concave intersection parts (3)

0.75

Segment_1
Total no. of intersection parts(4)
No. of concave intersection parts (2)

0.50

Segment_2
Total no. of intersection parts(4)
No. of concave intersection parts( 4)

0.44

Segment_3
Total no. of intersection parts(9)
No. of concave intersection parts (1)

0.50

Segment_4
Total no. of intersection parts(2)
No. of concave intersection parts (1)

0.33

Segment_5
Total no. of intersection parts(3)
No. of concave intersection parts (5)

0.42

Segment_6
Total no. of intersection parts(12)
No. of concave intersection parts (1)

0.50

Segment_7
Total no. of intersection parts(2)
No. of concave intersection parts (1)

0.50

Segment_8
Total no. of intersection parts(2)
No. of concave intersection parts( 11)

0.73

Segment_9(Spit)
Total no. of intersection parts(15)
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Table- 8: Segment wise convexity
Segment wise convexity
No. of convex intersection parts (1)

Segment_1

0.25

Total no. of intersection parts(4)
No. of convex intersection parts (0)

Segment_2

0

Total no. of intersection parts(4)
No. of convex intersection parts( 5)

Segment_3

0.55

Total no. of intersection parts(9)
No. of convex intersection parts (1)

Segment_4

0.50

Total no. of intersection parts(2)
No. of convex intersection parts (2)

Segment_5

0.66

Total no. of intersection parts(3)
No. of convex intersection parts (5)

Segment_6

0.41

Total no. of intersection parts(12)
No. of convex intersection parts (0)

Segment_7

0

Total no. of intersection parts(2)
No. of convex intersection parts (1)

Segment_8

0.50

Total no. of intersection parts(2)

Segment_9(Spit)

No. of convex intersection parts( 3)

0.2

Total no. of intersection parts(15)

Table- 9: Average convexity
Average convexity
Segment1

0.25

Segment2

0

Segment3

0.55

Segment4

0.50

Segment5

0.66

Segment6

0.41

Segment7

0

Segment8

0.50

Segment9(spit)

0.2

Total convexity

3.07

Average convexity

0.34

Table- 10: Year Wise Average Ratio
Year Wise Average Ratio
Year

Concavity ratio

Convexity ratio

1990

0.4

0.4

2006

0.5

0.3
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The geometric formulas used by Li, R., Liu, J-K., and Felus, Y. (2001a) regarding Spatial
Modeling and Analysis for Shoreline Change Detection and Coastal Erosion Monitoring, and
published in Journal of Marine Geodesy, 24 (1), 1-12 , was used to infer the geometry of east
Godavari shore line. The method involves drawing a tangent for the shorelines derived for two
different periods and intersection zones of these two lines are taken as intersection nodes.
Unification of these intersection has lead to the formation of concave and convex shaped shore
line segments, superimposition of habitations locations over to this layer has resulted in
identification of zones or erosion and depositional environments along the east Godavari coast. It
is also established that concave shorelines experiences more erosion, convex shorelines tend to
have depositional environments and straight line shorelines have neither erosion nor deposition,
hence remain static. Superimposition of habitat layer over to these geometrical shapes of the
shorelines derived from dynamic segmentation of shoreline techniques map, it is found that
Masanitippa and its environs have experienced more erosion to an average area of 11.3 sq.km,
being the maximum erosion zone, Kakinada spit have experienced and erosion of 8.5 sq.km and
finally the Uppada village and its environs have experienced an erosion of 4.18 sq.km within a
period of seventeen years starting from 1990 to 2007. In the same way maximum deposition
zones have been marked and the highest depositional environment is found near the Kakinada
spit head an area of 8.5 sq.km, Uppulanka near Chollangi has resulted in an deposition of 6.7
sq.km, Brahmasamedyaem located in Katrenikona mandal has experienced the lowest deposition
of 4.2 sq.km., for a period of seventeen years. Based on the concavity ratios calculated for the
period 1990 to 2006 it is found that the concavity ratios for 1990 is 0.4% and the calculated
concavity ratio for 2006 is 0.5% this shows that the erosion along this coast is alarming as there
is an increase of 0.1% erosion along this coast. Similarly the convexity ratio calculated for 1990
is 0.4% and the calculated convexity ratio for 2006 is 0.3% this shows deposition along the coast
is decreased to 0.1% and is clearly shown in the table-13 above. The net deposition along this
coast is 36.01 sq.km and net erosion is 30.77 sq.km by this it is inferred that the depositional
environment along this coast is slightly higher than the net erosion amounting to 5.25 sq.km. It is
also opined from the study that proper remedial measures has to be taken for arresting the
erosion along this coast, along with the implementation of the Coastal Regulation Zone
Recommendations formulated by the apex court of the country. Over 600 acres of land in the
Kakinada suburbs have disappeared in the last four decades because of sea erosion. Residents of
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villages such as Uppada, Komaragiri, Subbam Peta and surrounding areas in the Kothapally
mandal are deeply worried at the continuing erosion of the coastline. Successive governments
have taken no permanent measures to avert sea erosion. Komaragiri lost 349.29 acres of land to
the sea, Uppada 126.58 acres and Subbumpeta 129.48 acres along with other villages. Uppada
and nearby villages also suffer heavily whenever cyclones and storms occur. In the recent
cyclone, tidal waves destroyed 1,200 houses including pucca buildings. It is mostly fisher folk
and small farmers who are affected by the vagaries of weather.

Plate: 1
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